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As most U C A  members might know consulting actuarial business is of modest 

extent in Sweden. SPP - being responsible for pensions through collective 
agreements for 900.000 salaried employees within the private industry and 

trade - offers by its subsidiary SPP Konsult AB consulting services within 
the pension field. The actuaria 

comes up to one "full time post" 

within SPP or SPP Konsult who is 

1 part of SPP Konsult's work activities 

. There is, however, no special employee 

regarded as a "consultant actuary". 

Apart from SPP Konsult there are only a small number of pension consultants 

who among other duties also assist in making calculations. 

Some reasons why consultant actuaries are practically non-existent in Sweden 

are as follows: 

1. The national insurance gives a good basic cover for all Swedish nationals. 

2. Most employees are covered by complementary pensions through collective 

agreements on the labour market. These contracted pensions are to a 

great extent secured by insurances or by other means, which are admini- 

stered by insurance 

3. Pensions secured by 

calculation of pensi 

companies and mutual benefit societies. 

pension funds have a relatively small range. The 

on commitments of pension funds is achieved by using 

calculation rules set by the State and does not require qualified actua- 

rial participation to any large extent. 

SPP was to take a leading position regarding the development of contracted 

pension insurances. SPP1s extensive pension plan - the ITP plan - serves 
as a model for most contracted pension solutions. SPP's system for "infla- 

tion-proof" pension payments by using surplus means - mainly yield on capital - 

was to set a pattern. 



With reference to above the main topic of this report is not consultant 

actuaries. The heading would rather be "Some recent questions concer- 

ning pensions in Sweden". 

Short survev of the  ensi ion svstems in Sweden 

The statutory scheme in Sweden include two types of pension benefits, 

the national basic pension (AFP) and the national supplementary pension 

(ATP). Apart from the statutory schemes there are schemes under collec- 

tive agreements in the labour market such as the ITP, complementary 

pension for salaried employees in the private industry and the STP, 

special complementary pension for workers. Generally, pensions in 

Sweden are linked to the base amount, which is fixed every year by the 

Government and which is a sort of indexing. Age of retirement is 65. 

National basic pension (AFP) 

The national basic old age pension is paid as a flat rate amount irres- 

pective of income. The old age pension amounts to 96 per cent of the 

base amount for a single pensioner and 157 per cent of the base amount 

for a married couple. The base amount in 1984 is 20.300 SEK. The natio- 

nal basic pension includes apart from the old age pension also disability 

pension, which can be paid from age 16 to age 65. Full disability pension 

amounts to the same as the old age pension. The widow's pension can be 

paid between age 36 and age 65 or earlier if there are children younger 

than age 16. The child pension is paid until age 18. There are also some 

special benefits in this scheme such as handicap allowance, nursing allo- 

wance, pension supplement, married woman's supplement, child supplement 

and local government housing supplement. 

It is possible to draw the old age pension earlier, from age 60, or to 

defer until age 70. If the pension is drawn earlier, the amount would 

be reduced by 0.5 per cent for every month preceding the month age 65 

is reached. If the pension is deferred, the amount increases by 0.6 per 

cent for every month after the month age 65 was reached. 



Basic supplementary pension (ATP) 

The national supplementary pension is paid in relation to earnings and 

period of service. Thirty years of service is required for full ATP. 

Pension rights are earned between age 16 and 64 and are expressed as 

pension points for every year of service. The pensionable income must 

exceed the base amount prevailing at the start of the year. The annual 

amount of pension calculated at age 65 is 60 per cent of the current 

base amount multiplied by the average of pension points earned during 

the 15 best years of gainful occupation. 

The national supplementary pension scheme includes old age pension, 

disability pension, widow's pension and child pension. 

Partial pension 

Since 1976 it is possible to draw partial pension if ATP points have 

been vested for at least 10 years from age 45. The partial pension 

can be paid out from the month age 60 is reached. To obtain partial 

pension working hours must be reduced by an average of at least 5 hours 

per working week. After reduction the working hours must be on average 

at least 17 hours per working week. The partial pension amounts as a 

rule to 50 per cent of the income lost through the transfer to part 

time working. 

On top of the basic economic protection supplied by the State there are 

complementary benefits according to agreements in the labour market. 

The ITP plan is a complementary pension plan for salaried employees 

within the private sector. The pension depends on income and period of 

service. For full ITP 30 years of service is required. The retirement 

age under the ITP plan is 65. The maximum pensionable income is salary 

up to 30 base amounts i.e. in 1984 609.000 SEK. The retirement pension 

p.a. amounts to 10 per cent of final salary up to 7.5 base amounts plus 

65 per cent of salary between 7.5 base amounts and 20 base amounts plus 

32.5 per cent of additional salary up to 30 base amounts. From age 18 

ITP includes disability pension, special widower's pension and special 



widow's pension. From age 28 ITP includes among other benefits old age 

pension, complementary old age pension and family pension. ITP is safe- 

guarded through insurance in SPP mainly according to the level premium 

method of insurance. An alternative way of safeguarding the old age 

pension in the ITP plan is through the FPG/PRI-system, which is a book 

reserve system. 

The complementary pension for workers is called STP, special complementary 

pension. The pension is calculated according to period of employment in 

terms of STP-years. For full STP 30 STP-years are required. Pension 

rights can be earned from age 28. The pensionable income is calculated 

as an average of wages up to 7.5 base amounts in the three "best" years 

during the five years in age 55-59. The pensionable income is expressed 

as pension points. The retirement pension amounts to 10 per cent of pen- 

sionable wages. Other benefits under collective agreement for workers are 

AGS, sick pay and disability pension, TGL, occupational group life insurance. 

STP is safeguarded through insurance according to the terminal funding method 

in AMF-p. 

SPP's ~ l a n  for ex~atriates 

When salaried employees are sent out to work for a company abroad, there 

are many things to consider. Today there are agreements between many 

countries on social security and on double taxation. When working for 

more than a year abroad it might be difficult to stay in the Swedish 

system although that might be desireable. In 1983 SPP therefore intro- 

duced a plan for Swedish expatriates. This plan guarantees the empioyee 

a Swedish pension level as to ATP and ITP i.e. the same cover as if he 

had been working in Sweden. Technically, the plan is similar to the ITP 

plan but consideration is taken for vested ATP and vested foreign pension. 

The benefits of old age pension, disability pension and survivors' pension 

are equal to the ITP plan. There is, however, one essential difference 

which is that disability pension is paid without reduction due to lacking 

period of service. There is also a compensation for lacking ATP-points. 



The compensation amounts to 1.8 per cent of the insurable salary, limited 

to 7.5 base amounts of retirement pension and 0.7 per cent of family pen- 

sion for euch year abroad. The ATP paid up policy, which is the result 

when leaving the plan, would be indexed by the percentage change of the 

base amount. 

This means that if at retirement age an employee has lost five ATP-years 

due to work outside Sweden and if he has been a member of the plan for 

at least five years the compensation will be 1.8 x 5 per cent of the last 

notified salary uprated with the change of the base amount. 

There are certain conditions for membership in the plan due to collective 

premiums. The plan is applicable for coverage for 6 years after age 35 

and there is also an upper age limit of 55 for membership. This doesn't 

mean that some employees are without cover, only that there is a plan 

adapted individually with similar benefits but with individual premiums 

depending on age. 

ITP for executives and company-owners 

There is one group of employees, who don't have to be affiliated to the 

ITP plan, otherwise compulsory, through agreements in the labour market 

and thus employees within that group can choose another pension solution 

on an individuel basis. The persons belonging to this group are certain 

executives and owners of a company. When a complementary pension for the 

employees within this group is needed to be arranged by the employer there 

are several possiblities. First the employer can be affiliated to a common 

pension plan under collective agreement like eg. the ITP plan or second 

another commitment from the employer secured by allocations to a pension 

fund or by a capital insurance. Another possibility would be to take out 

individual occupational insurances or to make a pension commitment of the 

employer, which only to a certain extent or not at all are safeguraded. 

Which solution should be choosen depends on expectation of yield of capital, 

the minimizing of risk contra security premiums, costs of administration 

etc. 

Cost development of national insurance 

National insurance in Sweden is based on the assess~ent system. The con- 



tribution in relation to the income of the active population should cover 

all pension payments to elderly, disabled etc. Several circumstances 

make these contributions rise: 

1. Number of old people increases while number of active members dimi- 

nishes. 

2. The first generation of retired receiving "full" pension level are 

born in 1914. From that point of view it will be well after year 

2 0 0 0  before full cost level will be reached. 

3. Real income of active members is diminishing. 

Politicians and massmedia are getting aware of the vulnerability of the 

Swedish national pension system. The relative optimisn in 1960 - anyway 
among the spokesmen of the system - was based on the idea that both real 

income and the number of active members would increase continously. Now, 

when it has been possible to see that this is not the case there is a 

susceptibility also among the most loyal advocates of the system to the 

message that a review of the system is needed. Hand-in-hand with the 

unexpected disadvantegous development of costs goes a development of the 

pension levels, which were to become higher in relation to the non-depen- 

dents incomes than intended. 

The Government has commissioned a public committee to analyse the rules 

for calculation of pensionable income and indexation of national security. 

There is reason to expect that the committee will suggest such changes in 

the national security, that pension levels and accordingly costs will be 

reduced. 

Taxation 

Where taxation of pensions are concerned the following applies in principle: 

Employers always have the right to deduct pensions as expenses of business. 

The pension is taxable income for the receiver. Employers' costs for secu- 

ring future pension commitments to employers are deductible if the pension 



commitment is done according to a so called general pension plan or is 

included in such a plan. The meaning of a general pension plan is that 

the plan in question have been agreed upon in a collective agreement 

between the main organisations in the labour market. 

If the pension commitment doesn't follow the general pension plan the 

costs of the employer for securing by insurance are still deductible 

if they don't exceed 35 % of salary up to 20 base amounts and 25 % of 

salal'y in the band 20 to 30 base amounts. At present some changes are 

considered concerning pension commitments, which have not been designed 

as a consequence of a general pension plan but are included in such a 

plan. To facilitate the taxation there will probably be a definition 

by a pattern model in the tax law of how such a commitment may be desig- 

ned for deductability. 

Indexation 

The indexation of national security is tied to the so called base amount, 

which until the end of 1980 followed the general price development. On 

the motion of, at that time, the non-Socialist government the parliament 

decided for economy reasons that the base amount from 1981 should be 

calculated without consideration for price changes due to indirect taxes 

and subsidies and energy prices. The socialist Opposition, which was 

then in minority, promised to reintroduce full indexation in national 

insurance when in power again. 

This happened in 1982 and in the same year the newly-elected parliament 

decided on returning to full indexation from 1984. However, the essential 

restriction was made, that the base amount of 1984 was to be calculated 

without consideration for the effect of the prices of 1983, which the 

devaluation of 1982 of the Swedish crown entailed. The total price increase 

of 1983 was 8.6 per cent, of which 4 per cent was attributed to the mentio- 

ned devaluation. The base amount of 1984 was therefore to increase with 

only 4.6 per cent from 19'400 to 20'300 SEK. 

SPP has ever since 1962 been indexing pension payments guided by consumer 

price index. 



When the non-Socialist majority as earlier mentioned modified the calcu- 

lation of the base amount 1981 SPP thought it appropriate to apply the 

same rule. The deviation from the principle of full indexation was 

regarded as beeing of limited importance. When the base amount for 1984 

was calculated with a deduction of 4 per cent for price increases a 

majority of the Board of SPP - representing the salaried employees 
- against a minority representing the employers thought that SPP as a 
private mutual insurance company chould not to such a great extent go 

by pure political decisions on indexation. The result was that SPP 

returned to consumer price index. SPP pensions are therefore in reality 

for the present fully indexed when pension payments start as long as the 

inflation is "moderate". A "moderate" inflation might for example imply 

that SPP's real yield is positive. 

The question whether SPP's indexation of pension payments should be seen 

from an insurance point of view and with regard to what SPP can afford 

to pay, or whether political aspects should be taken into account too 

- shall a pensioner be able to get a higher "salary raise" than someone 

in service? - can be subject for continued debate within and outside the 
company. Due to the leading position of SPP where the development of 

collective agreement regulating complements of the national insurance 

are concerned, SPP's decisions might influence stand points within other 

agreement areas, also in such cases where the complements in question 

have noc been secured by insurance according to the level premium system 

in some private insurance company. 

In connection with the question of safeguarding in SPP it has been for- 

warded confidentially from employers that SPP should leave the level 

premium system and instead secure all kinds of pensions according to the 

assessment method of insurance or according to the terminal funding 

method. This would imply a risk of the important principle of vested 

rights in pension to be hazarded, however, not for pension rights already 

vested. 


